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Introduction
Who is Lieven Baert
◦ - Founder and Managing director Jalima Pharma bv

Education
◦ Pharmacist

◦ Industrial Pharmacist

◦ Ph.D in Pharmaceutical Technology

◦ MBA



What is a company?
A legal entity

Has shareholders (=owners)

Input 
◦ Money

◦ Goods

Output 
◦ Money

◦ Product
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How do I start a company
Minimal requirement
◦ Go to a notary (Belgium)  or equivalent  (other countries)  to create a legal entity (different possibilities

depending on level of capital needed and liability (e.g. NV, BV etc…)).

◦ Have a financial plan 

Nice to have 
◦ Accountant

◦ Business plan

Cost: +- 1500 Euro for the Notary (Belgium)

+- 1500 Euro for the Accountant (Belgium)







How much capital do you need and
where do you get it.
Depends on type of company: In Belgium you can start in theory without capital.

But in reality : much more and dependent on what you want to do: 
◦ >> Business plan!

Where can you get money?
◦ Yourself: 

◦ Family, Friends and Fools. 

◦ Bank: Can borrow you money but if your capital is limited this will be rather difficult unless you give
personal guaranties or have a very good business plan.

◦ Business Angles: Invest in your company. Money  in exchange for shares. And sometimes they want  to
be part of your board. 

◦ Investment companies:  They only start at larger amounts of money. But they also want shares  in 
exchange for money and want to be part of  board etc..)



Content of a business plan 
(example of PFC&E, a company under construction) 

The strategy of PFC&E

Unmet medical need for geriatric and paediatric formulations and medication 

Competition

Core technologies of PFC&E

Activities and products of PFC&E

◦ New Formulations for Developing Countries

◦ New Formulations with Off-patent products

◦ New formulations with Patented products

Development strategy and Business model 

Key Management team and Company organization 



What does your company do. Who ware your clients, 
how do you find them and what is your competition.
(example for Jalima Pharma)

What does Jalima Pharma do:
◦ Pharmaceutical development (drug product and process)

◦ Problem solving

◦ Advize

◦ Project Management

◦ ……..

Who are the clients?
◦ Companies

◦ Pharmaceutical

◦ Agriculture

◦ Cosmetics

◦ Government

◦ Investing companies

◦ Courts

◦ …………



What does your company do. Who ware your clients, how do 
you find them and what is your competition.
(example for Jalima Pharma) part 2

How to find clients:
◦ Typically website:

◦ In the case of Jalima Pharma no publicity on purpose, only mouth to mouth publicity

◦ Also on purpose NO website
◦ Too many people will contact you to sell their product!

◦ BUT! Networking-networking-networking

Competition:
◦ Difficult equilibrium between competition and colleagues !



Questions?


